MASTER OF SCIENCE in SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME

The Logistics Institute – Asia Pacific at National University of Singapore, in conjunction with the Department of Decision Sciences, School of Business, and the Department of Industrial & Systems Engineering, offers the Master of Science in Supply Chain Management (MSc(SCM)), a tailor-made programme for mid-career professionals who are keen to advance their career in logistics and supply chain management. This award-winning programme will provide you with:

- Comprehensive understanding of supply chain management that covers planning, design and operations
- Exposure to current issues in the wider context of logistics and supply chain management in Asia
- Opportunities for in-depth application of decision and analytical methodologies to solve real industry problems

Highlights of the MSc(SCM) Programme

- Top-notch faculty experts from NUS Business School and Faculty of Engineering
- Insights from industry partners of The Logistics Institute – Asia Pacific
- A two-week Summer School at partner universities in Germany and Austria
- Industry site tours
- Strong alumni network - The Circle of Logisticians

Application for the August 2017 Intake will open on 18 January 2017 and close on 14 February 2017

For further information, visit [http://www.tliap.nus.edu.sg/MSCM](http://www.tliap.nus.edu.sg/MSCM) or email tlimscm@nus.edu.sg

MSc(SCM) Information Session
Saturday, 21 January 2017
2 - 4pm (registration starts at 1:30pm)
NUSS Kent Ridge Guild House
9 Kent Ridge Drive, Singapore 119241
Scan the QR Code or register at [https://nus.edu/2g8tWee](https://nus.edu/2g8tWee)
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